
{Characters}

1) "The Old Man", "Dr. Frankenstein":-

- The father of [Victor, Shawn, and
Mark]…and the uncle of [Rorschach, Bane,
Venom, and Viper]

2) "Victor", "Frankenstein", "The Shadow":-

- The elder brother of "Mark", and
"Shawn`s" twin…"Ivy`s" only love, and the
favorite son to "Dr. Frank", murdered by
his own brother "Mark"…also used to be
called “Dead Man Walking”…



3) “Shawn”, “The Joker”:-

- “Victor`s” twin, and the favorite son
to his mother, also used to be called “The
Killer Clown”, dead in car accident in his
last race on the hands of “The Crocodile”…

4) “Rorschach”:-

- “Mark`s” cousin, a communication
engineer, and a good hacker, he had one
sister “Venom”, married and got a kid, he
called his son “Mark”, knows how to shoot,
and drives well, but not like
“Markenstein”…



5) “Bane”:-

- “Mark`s” cousin too, powerhouse,
loyal but not very smart, was good in
following orders, used to avoid “Mark`s”
plans as much as possible, dead in a
drive-by at the entrance of his home…

6) “Mark”, “Frankenstein 2”, “Cyclone”,
“Markenstein”:-

- “Victor`s” little brother, his living
image on earth, a monster with no feelings,
used to be called “Monster from Hell”, his
sick twisted mind was good enough to do
things no man can do, and that was a
point of contradiction between him and
“Rorschach”, completely limitless…



7) “Eve”, “Ivy”:-

- A woman who lost her family in a
car crash, English, started her life as a
race driver`s assistant and a whore, later,
she became an MI6 agent, packing muscles
and learning everything about mortal
combat, weapons, and many other things
making her a super woman, she was of
“Victor`s” age and his only love, she was
left by the agency and had to work for
“Bishop” to earn her living, as she wasn`t
educated and can`t do any job or work
anywhere, at last she had a job with
“Jonathan Shaw” in the MI6 again, after
putting loads on him by “Mark”…



8) “Bishop”:-

- A 50 years old black man, a gangster
English guy, Dangerous enough to kill
anyone in cold blood without fear of law,
he was protected by a lot of people around
the world, he was the one who taught
“Victor” & “Shawn” everything in the
world of criminality by time, he became
the “Community`s” man in this career, he
knew “Dr. Frank” from the beginning of
the 80s and were friends ever since…

9) “Community”:-

- “Rothschild, Rockefeller, and Morgan
Families, used to fund “Bishop” and all
the leaders before him for their own



interest and business enlargement
worldwide by any means necessary…

10) “The Assassin”:-

- A race driver, or so was thought,
never seen out of the car, with dark glass
he could hide his identity, for decades,
his car was a “Dodge Charger R/T 1968”,
used by the “Community” to fire up the
races competitions, or to kill someone
special they want to kill, as all he cared
about was killing the other racers, as
many as possible, every time he was on a
track, someone die, murdered by “The
Shadow” in a race, the first time
“Shadow” appeared on the map…



11) “Buchinsky”:-

- An English man with no family or
friends, enjoys seeing people suffering and
dying, got a special crew, and wanted to
add “Victor” to them, “Ivy” was one of
them already, and kept being until he
died on the hands of the “Shadow”…

12) “Jacob”:-

- A Jewish guy from an English
father and a French mother, former police
unit, corrupt one, left the police and
country before getting caught, and
disappeared by the help of “Bishop”, by
time he chose his boys to use in his crimes
and sensitive jobs, he got a lot of men and
friends, he was smart enough to play



games on all sides, and win as much as
possible…

13) “Sweet”:-

- A family member of “Rothschild”
family, but he liked to do and see things
himself, with his evil he could cause a lot
of troubles to every country he went to…

14) “Venom”:-

- “Rorschach`s” sister, and “Mark`s”
cousin, lost everything she cared for at the
end, at her early age, she was a member of
“Evolution”, retired when things got
evolved, lost her baby and got deprived of
Pregnancy for all her life…



15) “Viper”:-

- “Bane`s” sister, and “Mark`s” cousin
too, retired of “Evolution” when things got
evolved, just like “Venom”, married and
immigrated with her husband, left
everything behind…

16) “Ghost”:-

- A common criminal and a thug,
who used to have a lot of street rats, under
his command, “Mark” covered on his men
when cops caught them on a try to find
the attackers on “Dr. Frank” in “Al
Salam”, and “Mark`s” shooters in {WAR
#3}…



17) “Penguin”:-

- An English fat, lazy old man, cares
about nothing but money and women,
used to be a source of information for the
“CIA” when he was younger, as a spy in
“England”, when he became old, he
started working with the “Community”,
murdered by “Croc” later…

18) “Harley Quinn”:-

- A girl from another college who, for
some reason, loved “Mark”, and became
obsessed with him, he couldn`t get close to
her, because both of them were insane,
and he wanted someone who can control
his power, so he had to leave her, because



she loved the Monster in “Mark, not
“Mark” himself…

19) “Sound Of Mind”:-

- A girl “Mark” met in college, who
kept by his side always, he told her
everything, and used to ask her opinion
about a lot of things, and she used to
listen to him, and advise him, later, he
confessed to her that he loved her, but she
rejected him for reasons she said, but he
knew the real reason for her refusal, the
reason she couldn`t say, his animalism,
and life…Good for her, but she never
stopped being a friend of him…on the
other hand, he had to keep a distance
from her, for her sake…



20) “Hylaria”, “Angel”:-

- A girl “Mark” met in high school
stage, she stood by his side when he got
shot in 2011, and she was the one who
refused to Rise ventilators of his system,
Because if that happened that time, he
could have died, she was the only one
who loved “Mark” for real and wanted to
be with him, to make his life better, dead
by Cancer…

21) “Lola Ivanoff”:-

- A Russian woman, late 30s, strong,
tough, used to have a lot of friends in the
Russian Mafia, and the “SVR RF”, she was
a good friend to “Ivy”, involved in a lot of



assassinations around the world,
murdered by “Shadow” in “Russia”…

22) “Croc”:-

- A big guy in size, strong, with cold
blood, he was feared by the other guys,
broke out of a prison in “USA” and his
identity disappeared ever since, one of
“Sweet`s” favorite men, doesn`t think
much before killing, later her became an
operation manager, mini boss, and a
trusted man by “Bishop”, murdered by
“Jonathan Shaw” later…



23) “Scarecrow”:-

- A common robber, who stole
“Frankenstein`s” book & mask, asked for
money, and when “Mark” knew about his
identity, he tried to catch him but it was
too late, he died by an overdose drugs in
his apartment, till the end “Mark”
couldn`t know who hired him, or killed
him…

24) “AKA Deadshot”:-

- A former soldier in the English
special forces, can shoot more than one
target in 2 seconds, all hit, have been
cancelled from service due to his
seriousness, and the army saw that he was
unnecessary at the matter at hand…worked



with “Ivy” and helped “Mark” a lot, later,
he worked with “Jonathan Shaw” with
“Ivy” and her crew, as he was one of
them…

25) “Deathstriker”:-

- An Italian man, who was working
for “Penguin”, he wasn`t a leader, but he
was known by a lot of men, he betrayed
“Penguin”, and got killed because of that
by “Penguin”…

26) “Charles Shaw”, “Goblin”:-

- A Canadian-English guy, and a
half brother to “Edward Shaw” &
“Jonathan Shaw”, who loves to see the
world in war, and always on fire, made a



lot of troubles around the world, and huge
troubles in the middle-east, causing civil
wars, tried to kill “Mark” & “Rorschach”
by poisoning them, murdered by “Mark”
and “Deadshot”…

27) “Crossbones”:-

- An American gang man, first degree
killer, dangerous, he was used carefully
and only by “Buchinsky”, he was used to
warn “Evolution” of retirement by some
hits, and it worked, he got caught by the
“Russian” police after “Goblin” set him
up, murdered in prison by the “Shadow”,
according to what was said…



28) “The Special friend of Mark”:-

- Someone “Mark” used to ask for
advice from, and the advices were useful
anyway, and a way for “Mark” to talk, as
it was hard to live with that in silence…

29) “Phoenix”:-

- A girl who used to be a friend to
“Mark”, she was also supporting him,
understanding his madness, and forcing
him to smile, when he doesn`t feel ok, she
was one of those “Mark” cared for…



30) “Linkin”:-

- A killer from the first degree, real
monster, doesn`t like second chances, and
used to do special things, for some guys in
different countries, for different
governments, all over the world, used to be
a drug dealer in the past, until he started
working with “Buchinsky”, murdered by
the “Shadow”…

31) “Braga”:-

- An American guy, a former “FBI”,
corrupt, and paranoid, banned from
getting on the “USA” soil, murdered by
“The Comedian”…



32) “Blake”:-

- A lunatic, used to do everything by
force, and the younger brother to “Braga”,
“Braga” used to cover on his brother`s
dirty work, as that time “Blake” used to
work for the “DEA”[18], and his drugs
business was big and serious, when they
were discovered, they worked for the
“Community” by the help of “Bishop”,
and they were protected by him, murdered
also by the “Comedian”…

33) “Edward Shaw”, “Comedian”:-

- An English former MI6 agent, of 52
years old, “Charles” half-brother, and
“Jonathan`s” own brother, can do
anything at anytime, anywhere and to



anyone, the English government tried to
keep him under control, but he was just a
ghost, can disappear and show up anytime
he want, wanted to kill “Mark” because
he killed his brother, “Goblin”, he was
murdered by “Croc”…

34) “Paige”:-

- An American common criminal,
with a brave heart, she was sent by “Ivy”
to watch “Mark`s” back, by time she loved
him, due to her young age, she was 26,
with no known family and no friends but
“Ivy”, she worked with “Ivy” & “Mark” on
the try to take “Bishop” down, she was one
of “Ivy`s” crew who worked with
“Jonathan Shaw” at the end…



35) “Copperhead”:-

- An Assassin, who knows how to kill
fast, and quietly, with no mistakes, was
one of “Ivy`s” special crew, and later he got
an opportunity to work as a clean and free
man with “Jonathan Shaw”…

36) “Azazel”:-

- A powerhouse, and a weapon
specialist, knows all about weapons, and
can deal with any kind of weapons so
easily, worked with “Ivy”, and later got
clearance to work in the career he loves as
a free man, working with “Jonathan
Shaw”…



37) “Cain”:-

- A German computer genius, a
hacker, used to work for a lot of agencies
around the world, but started to work
with “Bishop” because he was paying
more, used to tell “Mark” that everyone is
watched, and can be watched, worked
with “Ivy” for years, and agreed to work
with her and “Mark” to take “Bishop”
down, was also given the chance to work
with “Jonathan Shaw”, according to
“Mark`s” pressure on “Jonathan”…

38) “Jonathan Shaw”:-

- A 58 years old, former British,
military officer, got a lot of relations in
the army and the MI6, retired and had



some guys under his command in the past,
used them later on a try to catch his
brother`s killer, “Croc”, but they weren`t
as serious as the “Community`s” men, he
killed “Croc”, and was forced by “Mark”
to give “Ivy” and her crew a chance to
work with him, unwanted by any
government agency, free, in return of their
services, also protected from the
“Community”…

39) “Tony”, “Einstein”:-

- “Mark`s” friend and brother, the
only man whoever cared for “Mark”,
because he knew his ways and means,
abilities, he was clever, smart, loyal,
loving person, and a sensitive friend, who
kept supporting “Mark”, until he died in



car accident, he used to have all the
qualifications to be “Mark`s” real
brother…

40) “Maria”:-

- “Mark`s” own sister, she was elder
than him by one year, she was a young
pretty girl, “Victor” wanted to protect her
and keep her safe, but unfortunately
“Mark”-for some reason-bit her in the
neck, her weak body couldn`t hold the
pain and the injury, she bled to death…


